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Please note: Annotations have been excerpted and/or adapted from descriptions provided by the 

publishers. 

 

 

 

006.7 M665 

Minnick, Jessica 

Web design with HTML5 and CSS3 : comprehensive. Eighth edition 

Boston, MA : Cengage Learning, 2017. 

Subjects: Cascading style sheets. HTML (Document markup language). 

Web site development. Web sites— Design. 

Summary: This resource guides the user through the process of building a 

website using HTML and CSS. Topics include building a website from 

scratch, building for various platforms and viewing styles, integrating 

video, graphics and audio, and publishing websites. 

 

155.24 F298 

Feiler, Bruce 

Life is in the transitions : mastering change at any age 

New York, NY : Penguin Books, 2020. 

Subjects: Adaptability (Psychology). Change (Psychology). Conduct of 

life. Crises. Life cycle, Human. 

Summary: The author has observed that the stories we all inherit to 

explain how our lives should unfold were clashing with reality and 

creating more anxiety than guidance. People felt they were living their 

lives out of the expected order and were beset by transitions at a faster and 

faster pace. Feiler gathered 225 extended life stories from all 50 states in 

what he called The Life Story Project. As Bruce sifted through and coded the themes of his 

interviews, powerful and pressing patterns emerged. We are living our lives out of order. We do 

think of our lives as having a shape. The old linear model of life has been replaced by what he 

calls the nonlinear life which involves being bombarded by more life transitions. 

 

155.67 B873 

Brooks, Arthur C.  

From strength to strength : finding success, happiness, and deep 

purpose in the second half of life 

New York, NY : Portfolio/Penguin,  2022. 

Subjects: Aging— Psychological aspects. Happiness. Older people— 

Psychology. Spirituality. 

Summary: This book is a roadmap for finding purpose, meaning, and 

success as we age, from bestselling author, Harvard professor, and the 

Atlantic's happiness columnist Arthur Brooks. Many of us assume that the 

more successful we are, the less susceptible we become to the sense of 

professional and social irrelevance that often accompanies aging. But the truth is, the greater our 

achievements and our attachment to them, the more we notice our decline, and the more painful 

it is when it occurs. What can we do, starting now, to make our older years a time of happiness, 
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purpose, and yes, success? Drawing on social science, philosophy, biography, theology, and 

eastern wisdom, as well as dozens of interviews with everyday men and women, Brooks shows 

us that true life success is well within our reach. By refocusing on certain priorities and habits 

that anyone can learn, such as deep wisdom, detachment from empty rewards, connection and 

service to others, and spiritual progress, we can set ourselves up for increased happiness. 

 

158.1 E45 

Elle, Alexandra 

After the rain : gentle reminders for healing, courage, and self-love 

San Francisco, CA : Chronicle Books, 2020. 

Subjects: Conduct of life. Self-confidence. Self-help publications. 

Summary: In this soulful companion, a celebrated self-care author 

delivers fifteen lessons on navigating life's twists and turns with a clear 

mind, courageous spirit, and open heart. 

 

 

 

158.1 G994 

Gwinn, Casey; Hellman, Chan M.  

Hope rising : how the science of hope can change your life 

New York : Morgan James Publishing, 2022. 

Subjects: Hope— Psychological aspects. 

Summary: This book is a clarion call to apply the science of hope in daily 

life and overcome the trauma, adversity, and struggles everyone must face. 

Hope is the most predictive indicator of well-being in a person's life in all 

the research done on trauma, illness, and resiliency. Based on nearly 2,000 

published studies about hope, including their own research, the authors 

call for rising hope to be the focus not only in personal lives, but in public 

policy in education, business, social services, and every other part of society. Hope is 

measurable. Hope is malleable. Hope changes lives. This book provides a roadmap to measure 

hope in your life, assess what may have robbed you of the power of hope, and then provides 

strategies to increase hope. It challenges every reader to be transparent and honest about their 

own stories of struggle and adversity, calls for the end of shame and blame in addressing the 

struggles of those who have experienced trauma, illness, or abuse, and provides practical ways to 

increase your Hope score and thrive because of it. 

 

158.1 L678 

Lewrick, Michael; Thommen, Jean-Paul 

The design thinking life playbook : empower yourself, embrace 

change, and visualize a joyful life 

Hoboken, NJ : Wiley, 2020. 

Subjects: Self-actualization (Psychology). 

Summary: This book is for anyone who wants to have a fulfilling and 

joyful future. It's for all those who want to initiate change through self-

empowerment and have the courage to think, act, and take advantage of 

their opportunities proactively. Whether you want to change your career, 
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form healthier, stronger relationships, or plan the next stages of your life, this book will guide 

you to something better. 

 

158.1 Y19 

Yamada, Kobi  

Finding muchness : how to add more life to life 

Seattle, WA : Compendium, Inc., 2021. 

Subjects: Affirmations— Juvenile literature. Self-actualization 

(Psychology)— Juvenile literature. 

Summary: What is muchness? And how do you find it? Muchness is the 

full-hearted abundance of hope, joy, and imagination that each of us has 

when we come into this world. Over time, as we take on more responsibilities and worries, our 

doubts and fears have a way of growing with us. And because of this, we can lose much of our 

muchness. This little book is about finding it again. 

 

158.13 M598 

Meurisse, Thibaut 

Master your emotions : a practical guide to overcome negativity and 

better manage your feelings 

Place of publication : Publisher not identified, 2018. 

Subjects: Emotion recognition. Mindfulness (Psychology). Self-

actualization (Psychology). Self-help publications. 

Summary: Want to overcome your negative feelings? Feel like you aren't 

good enough? Need help dealing with stress? Have you ever been so 

consumed by negative emotions you thought they'd never go away? The 

solution to deal with negative emotions is to understand how your 

emotions work and apply specific techniques to ensure you manage them as effectively as 

possible. This book is the 'how-to' manual your parents should have given you at birth. By 

reading it, you'll learn how to deal with negative emotions so you can live a happier, more 

fulfilling life. 

 

158.5 M493 

Medvec, Victoria H.  

Negotiate without fear : strategies and tools to maximize your 

outcomes 

Hoboken, NJ : Wiley, 2021. 

Subjects: Negotiation. 

Summary: Fear impedes negotiators' success in all types of negotiations 

and hinders negotiators at all levels. This book will provide a tool-based 

strategy that readers at all levels can deploy to increase confidence, 

become fearless negotiators, and maximize negotiation success. Included 

will be unique, proprietary negotiation strategies that the author has 

developed over her 20 years advising companies in all types of negotiations. These include 

Medvec's novel method to connect one's objectives to negotiable issues, an Issue Matrix to 

analyze the issues being negotiated and evaluate if the right issues are on the table, a proprietary 
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BATNA Analysis Tool, a unique architecture for creating multiple equivalent simultaneous 

offers (MESOs) in a negotiation. 

 

302.23082 W872 

Women and popular culture in Canada  

Toronto, ON : Women's Press, 2020. 

Subjects: Women in popular culture— Canada. 

Summary: The first book of its kind, this volume explores women and 

non-binary people in popular culture in Canada, with a focus on 

intersectional analysis of settler colonialism, race, white privilege, ability, 

and queer representations and experiences in diverse media. The chapters 

include discussions of film, television, videogames, music, and 

performance, as well as political events, journalism, social media, 

fandom, and activism. Covering a wide range of topics from historical 

perspectives to recent events, television series, and technologies, this collection acts as an 

introduction, an archive, and a continuing commitment to lifting the voices and stories of women 

in popular culture in Canada. 

 

302.3 C323 

Carter, Alexandra 

Ask for more : 10 questions to negotiate anything 

New York, NY : Simon & Schuster Paperbacks,  2020. 

Subjects: Negotiation. 

Summary: This book shows that by asking better questions, you get better 

answers—and better results from any negotiation. 

 

 

 

 

 

302.3 C353 

Castle, Tim 

The art of negotiation : how to get what you want (every time) 

United Kingdom : I_AM Self-Publishing, 2018. 

Subjects: Communication— Psychological aspects. Interpersonal relations. 

Negotiation. 

Summary: Anyone can learn to become a good negotiator. Whether it’s 

buying a home, budgeting for a wedding, or even buying a car, we all need 

to negotiate. In this book, the author shares insider tips, as well as teaches 

you how to master the fundamentals, set clear objectives, overcome 

obstacles (i.e. turn ‘no’ into ‘yes’) and build long-term relationships, 

whether you are negotiating for yourself, or on behalf of your business. The author also gives 

you practical advice and runs through real-world scenarios to ensure you have the confidence to 

tackle your next negotiation head on. Ready to see what you can achieve? 
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305.2308996 B627 

Black girlhood studies collection 

Toronto, ON : Women's Press, 2019. 

Subjects: African American girls— Social conditions. African American 

girls— Social life and customs. African American girls. Children, 

Black— Social conditions. Children, Black— Social life and customs. 

Women, Black— Social conditions. Women, Black— Social life and 

customs. Women, Black. 

Summary: Centering the experiences of Black girls in Canada, the US, the 

Caribbean, and the African continent, scholars provide the theoretical, 

practical, and pedagogical tools necessary for the advancement of the field 

and the betterment of Black girls globally. The contributors consider what Black girlhood means 

in the 21st century and how ideas of race/ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and nationality affect the 

experiences of Black girls. The chapters engage with Black feminist and womanist theory, hip 

hop pedagogy, resistance theory, and ethnography. From self-care and fan fiction to political role 

models and new media, this collection foregrounds Black girls' experiences to create language 

that better constructs and explains Black girls' lives from their own words. 

 

305.897071072 I39 

Indigenous research : theories, practices, and relationships 

Toronto, ON : Canadian Scholars, 2018. 

Subjects: Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Indigenous Peoples— 

Research— Canada. Research— Methodology. 

Summary: Scholars understand what Indigenous research is, but how we 

practice Indigenous research ethically and respectfully in Canada is under 

exploration. This ground-breaking edited collection provides readers with 

concrete and in-depth examples of how to overcome the challenges of 

Indigenous research with respect to Indigenous worldviews, 

epistemologies, and ontology. In collaboration with their communities, 

and with guidance from Elders and other traditional knowledge keepers, each contributor links 

their personal narrative of Indigenous research to current discussions and debates.  

 

370.1523 S725 

Sousa, David A.  

How the brain learns.  Sixth edition 

Thousand Oaks, CA : Corwin, 2022. 

Subjects: Brain. Learning— Psychological aspects. Learning, Psychology 

of. 

Summary: This book shows educators how to deliver game-changing and 

brain-changing results for students. In this edition, the author translates 

new insights and evolving research into concrete actions and strategies for 

the classroom. 
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370.1534 B365 

Beachboard, Cathleen  

The school of hope : the journey from trauma and anxiety to 

achievement, happiness, and resilience 

Thousand Oaks, CA : Corwin, 2022. 

Subjects: Affective education. Psychic trauma in adolescence. School 

children— Mental health. School environment— Psychological aspects. 

Student-teacher relationships. Teachers— Mental health. 

Summary: Discover how to improve happiness, resilience, and 

achievement using the science of hope. Based on research around the 

psychological science of hope, this guidebook provides strategies 

educators and school leaders can use daily to help students feel secure, build relationships, and 

improve academic outcomes. Included are actions and interventions that can be woven into 

classrooms and schools to foster mental wellness and happiness. 

 

370.711 A315 

Akhavan, Nancy 

Literacy walks : a collaborative process to transform teaching and 

learning across the school year 

New York, NY : Scholastic Inc.,  2021. 

Subjects: Observation (Educational method). Teachers— Training of. 

Summary: When school teams engage in literacy walks, they 

collaboratively assess their current literacy instruction to boost academic 

achievement, create equitable student learning experiences, and improve 

school morale and culture. The author provides the blueprint for effective 

literacy walks. She shows what to look for, how to capture information, and how to use that 

information to transform teaching and learning across the school year. 

 

371.10092 P561 

Phillips, Kristin 

For the love of learning : a year in the life of a school principal 

New York, NY : Simon & Schuster, 2022. 

Subjects: Elementary school principals— Canada— Biography. Public 

schools— Canada. 

Summary: When the author accepted the position of principal in a new 

school, her skills and experience were put to the test. There were children 

with disruptive behaviors, teachers who refused to learn, parents who 

needed help parenting, and issues arising from the increasingly complex 

education system itself. As Phillips walks us through this year as a 

principal, we’re introduced to the many challenges that she faced, but also to those of the 

students and teachers she worked with. At home, she reckoned with her own family’s problems. 

A single mother of three, she struggled to help her children through school and life. The 

pandemic also increased teachers’ struggles to educate students under the most difficult 

circumstances. Burnout was high and Phillips was called to help with the teacher shortage, 

putting the lessons she’s learned from her career as an educator to the test. With honesty and 
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compassion, Phillips shines a light on the flaws in the education system, but also gives a human 

face to the very real challenges educators work to overcome, one year and one student at a time. 

 

371.102 F297 

Feigelson, Daniel H.  

Radical listening : reading and writing conferences to reach all 

students 

New York, NY : Scholastic Inc.,  2022. 

Subjects: Effective teaching. Listening. 

Summary: The author refocuses reading and writing conferences to help 

all students reach their full potential. His practical approach centers on 

active listening— an equitable way to listen to, learn from, and guide 

students. His book is packed with sample conferences, if/then strategies, rubrics, and tips for 

starting conferences and keeping them going. 

 

371.102 J82 

Jorgensen, Elizabeth 

Hacking student learning habits : 9 ways to foster resilient learners 

and assess the process, not the outcome 

Highland Heights, OH : Times 10 Publications, 2022. 

Subjects: Classroom environment. Educational tests and measurements. 

Effective teaching. Motivation in education. 

Summary: Traditional outcome-based grades make school a place of right 

or wrong answers, a rigid system that stalls enjoyment and learning. In 

contrast, innovative teachers of all subjects and grade levels use process-

based assessment to build positive classroom cultures and foster resilient 

learners who focus on the learning, not the grades. The author shows how to create process-

based assessments that help students develop habits of higher-order thinking. It is about 

embracing, trying, failing, and trying again, and turning “What did you get on the test?” into 

“How did you get that on the test?” 

 

371.102 S623 

Sitomer, Alan 

Teaching teens and reaping results* : stories strategies tools and tips 

from a three time teacher of the year award winner 

New York, NY : Scholastic Inc.,  2008. 

Subjects: Effective teaching. Teacher-student relationships. 

Summary: How do you prepare teens for the world filled with jobs, 

technologies, and challenges that don't even yet exist? Take a pull-no-

punches, inspirational trip inside the classroom with this book. Hear 

stories, discover teaching tools, and gain insights straight from the private 

filing cabinet of his high school classroom. 
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371.2 A216 

Adams, Pamela; Mombourquette, Carmen 

Leadership in education : the power of generative dialogue 

Toronto, ON : Canadian Scholars, 2019.  

Subjects: Communications in education. Educational leadership. 

Summary: This is a book about growth and how to shift the mindsets of 

leaders, teachers, students, and any member of educational organizations 

who may be striving to achieve higher levels of introspection, insight, and 

effectiveness. The authors participated in thousands of conversations with 

teachers, school leaders, and system leaders. From this research the book 

makes a case for a stronger role for the leader-as-provocateur: someone 

who subtly arouses curiosity and inquiry in the professional lives of educators and who models 

and promotes a robust method that guides powerful collaboration among school and district 

stakeholders. The book offers a core set of principles that, when supported by educator 

commitment and skill, will help schools and districts experience meaningful growth through: the 

value of collaboration, the centrality of teams, the importance of relationships and the power of 

inquiry. These principles are enacted by leaders who the authors refer to as provocateurs: 

educators who have built a wealth of social capital and can present incongruence as an 

opportunity for growth through change. 

 

371.37 W225 

Walsh, Jackie A.  

Questioning for formative feedback : meaningful dialogue to improve 

learning 

Alexandria, VA : ASCD, 2022. 

Subjects: Feedback (Psychology). Questioning. Thought and thinking. 

Summary: In this book, the author explores the relationship between 

questioning and feedback in K–12 classrooms and how dialogue serves as 

the bridge connecting the two. 

 

 

371.39 J17 

Jacobs, Brenda 

Self-regulation and inquiry-based learning in the primary classroom  

Toronto, ON : Canadian Scholars, 2022. 

Subjects: Education, Primary. Inquiry-based learning. Self-culture. Web-

based instruction. 

Summary: This book brings together two important ideas that have 

become central to learning and development in education— self-

regulation and inquiry-based learning. The author shows that inquiry-

based learning can empower children and is vital to becoming self-

regulated learners in the primary classroom. Drawing on real-life 

classroom examples, the volume outlines four key insights: that children learn self-regulation 

during inquiry-based learning in the same way they do during play; that teachers can use 

scaffolding strategies to support this development; that inquiry-based learning promotes the 
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positive emotions essential for the development of social and emotional learning; and, finally, 

that during inquiry-based learning children use oral language as a self-regulatory tool.  

 

 

 

 

371.5 H739 

Hollie, Sharroky; Russell, Daniel 

Supporting underserved students : how to make PBIS culturally and 

linguistically responsive 

Bloomington, IN : Solution Tree Press, 2022. 

Subjects: Children of minorities— Education. Culturally relevant 

pedagogy. School discipline. 

Summary: Enhance your positive behavioral interventions and supports 

(PBIS) to do what's best for all students. With this equity-focused guide, 

you will discover a clear roadmap for aligning PBIS with cultural and 

linguistic responsiveness (CLR). Dive deep into why there is an urgent 

need for this alignment and then learn how to move forward to better serve your learners, 

especially those from historically underserved populations. Integrate culturally and linguistically 

responsive teaching with your PBIS strategies: Learn where PBIS falls short and why issues 

around discipline persist, especially with Black and Brown students. Gain clarity around 

culturally and linguistically responsive (CLR) teaching strategies in the classroom. Understand 

the difference between authentic and inauthentic CLR alignment to PBIS. Acquire practical 

steps, suggestions, and recommendations for being culturally and linguistically responsive in the 

classroom as well as across schools and districts. Give students the language, activities, and 

procedures to be situationally appropriate for school situations affected by PBIS in the 

classroom. 

 

 

 

 

371.826912 E37 

El Yaafouri, Louise 

Restoring students' innate power : trauma-responsive strategies for 

teaching multilingual newcomers 

Alexandria, VA : ASCD, 2022. 

Subjects: Children with mental disabilities— Education. Immigrant 

children— Education. Multilingualism in children. Psychic trauma in 

children. Stress in children— Prevention. 

Summary: This book explores the effects of trauma on newcomer 

students and presents stress-mitigating strategies that empower them as 

they transition to a new environment. 
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371.94 O65 

Ordetx, Kirstina 

Teaching theory of mind : a curriculum for children with high 

functioning autism, Asperger's syndrome, and related social 

challenges 

London, UK : Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2019. 

Subjects: Asperger's syndrome in children— Education— Curricula. 

Autistic children— Education— Curricula. Children with autism spectrum 

disorders— Education— Curricula. 

Summary: This book provides an innovative, easy-to-follow curriculum 

for teaching children with Autism Spectrum Disorders to relate to and interact with others 

successfully by developing basic Theory of Mind skills. Containing twelve lesson plans and 220 

photocopiable cards, it is an essential resource for teachers and other education professionals. 

 

372.6 M913 

Moss, Lauralee 

English grammar workbook for grades 6, 7, and 8 : 125+ simple 

exercises to improve grammar, punctuation, and word usage 

Emeryville, CA : Zephyros Press, 2018. 

Subjects: English language— Grammar— Problems, exercises, etc. 

English language— Self-instruction. English language— Study and 

teaching (Middle school). Language arts (Middle school). 

Summary: Grammar is the tool that makes reading, writing, and day-to-

day conversation possible. In this book, the author delivers grammar lessons and exercises 

specifically designed to reinforce what sixth-, seventh-, and eighth-graders are learning in the 

classroom. From identifying basic parts of speech, to understanding sentence structure, to using 

punctuation correctly, this book will help kids master the rules of grammar so they can become 

confident writers and speakers. 

 

372.623 H695 

Hoeve, Sara 

Teach writing with growth mindset : classroom-ready resources to 

support creative thinking, improve self-talk, and empower skilled, 

confident writers 

Berkeley, CA : Ulysses Press, 2022. 

Subjects: English language— Composition and exercises— Study and 

teaching. English language— Rhetoric— Study and teaching. 

Summary: Set students up for a lifetime of writing success with activities 

and strategies for supercharging creativity, supporting engagement, and 

boosting confidence in an easy-to-use resource made just for busy 

teachers. This resource provides classroom strategies and writing activities you can immediately 

adapt and integrate into any classroom routine. Each chapter provides new tips and tricks to 

transform the culture of a writing classroom and convince students to finally let go of the "bad 

writer" label! This book includes: Writing exercises to build confidence and skill; Teaching tips 

for inspiring successful young writers; Lesson plans for integrating the growth mindset into your 

classroom; and more. This resource provides teachers with both the research-based pedagogy 
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and the specific growth mindset strategies to foster positive writing identities in students of all 

ages. 

 

379.26 E64 

Equity in the classroom : what it looks like and how to achieve it : 

essays from 10 educational leaders 

New York, NY : Scholastic Inc.,  2022. 

Subjects: Culturally relevant pedagogy. Education— Aims and objectives. 

Educational equalization. Essays. 

Summary: Equity is a term we hear a lot these days, but what does it 

really mean? How can teachers ensure that every student gets what he or 

she needs to learn and succeed? Education leaders from around the 

country share their thoughts through essays that explore topics such as: 

how to achieve equity for all students; creating equity awareness in 

teachers; working with families and communities to close the opportunity gap; setting high 

expectations to raise academic achievement; and more. 

 

428.0071 J76 

Jones, Andromeda 

The ultimate ESL teaching manual  

Place of publication : Publisher not identified, 2016. 

Subjects: English language— Study and teaching— Foreign speakers. 

Summary: The Ultimate ESL Teaching Manual is the complete guide on 

how to teach English through controlled speaking activities (rather than 

traditional textbooks) which mimics how we learnt our native language as 

children but in a condensed period of time. 

 

 

 

428.00715 J76 

Jones, Andromeda  

The ultimate teaching ESL online manual : tools and techniques for 

successful TEFL classes online 

Place of publication : Publisher not identified, 2017. 

Subjects: English language— Study and teaching— Foreign speakers— 

Handbooks, manuals, etc. English language— Web-based instruction— 

Handbooks, manuals, etc. 

Summary: The author shares her techniques and insights into teaching 

online ESL classes— either through an independent web site or as part of 

a language learning platform like Verbling.com, Italki.com— all drawn 

from her personal experience as an online ESL teacher. 
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428.1 B972 

Burstein, Jane R.  

Must know high school vocabulary  

New York, NY : McGraw-Hill,  2022. 

Subjects: Vocabulary— Problems, exercises, etc. Vocabulary— Study 

and teaching (Secondary). 

Summary: Where other books ask you to memorize stuff, we're going to 

show you the must-know ideas that will guide you toward success in 

vocabulary. These concepts will help you with your classwork, on exams 

and in life. 

 

 

510.9 J83 

Joseph, George Gheverghese  

The crest of the peacock : non-European roots of mathematics 

Princeton, NJ : Princeton University Press, 2011. 

Subjects: Mathematics— History. Mathematics, Ancient. 

Summary: From the Ishango Bone of central Africa and the Inca quipu of 

South America to the dawn of modern mathematics, this resource makes it 

clear that human beings everywhere have been capable of advanced and 

innovative mathematical thinking. The author takes us on a breathtaking 

multicultural tour of the roots and shoots of non-European mathematics. 

He shows us the deep influence that the Egyptians and Babylonians had on 

the Greeks, the Arabs' major creative contributions, and the astounding range of successes of the 

great civilizations of India and China. The third edition emphasizes the dialogue between 

civilizations, and further explores how mathematical ideas were transmitted from East to West.  

 

 

 

613 S537 

Shaw, Zoe 

A year of self-care : daily practices and inspiration for caring for 

yourself 

Emeryville, CA : Rockridge Press, 2021. 

Subjects: Self-care, Health. Self-help publications. 

Summary: Invest in self-care with a year of motivating wisdom. Now is 

the perfect time to establish a rewarding habit of self-care and strengthen 

your mental well-being. This book includes 366 supportive strategies, insightful reflections, 

inspirational quotes, and encouraging affirmations to help you commit to a daily self-care 

practice. Start every day with a sense of purpose and confidence— for one year and beyond. 
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613.71019 M146 

McGonigal, Kelly 

The joy of movement : how exercise helps us find happiness, hope, 

connection, and courage 

New York, NY : Avery,  2019. 

Subjects: Exercise— Psychological aspects. Happiness. Well-being. 

Summary: In this book, the author tells the stories of people who have 

found fulfillment and belonging through running, walking, dancing, 

swimming, weightlifting, and more, with examples that span the globe, 

from Tanzania, where one of the last hunter-gatherer tribes on the planet 

live, to a dance class at Juilliard for people with Parkinson's disease, to the 

streets of London, where volunteers combine fitness and community service, to races in the 

remote wilderness, where athletes push the limits of what a human can endure. This book goes 

beyond familiar arguments in favor of exercise to illustrate why movement is integral to both our 

happiness and our humanity. Readers will learn what they can do in their own lives and 

communities to harness the power of movement to create happiness, meaning, and connection. 

 

616.8521 V522 

Vermani, Monica 

A deeper wellness : conquering stress, mood, anxiety, and traumas 

Place of publication : VitaOdyssey, 2022. 

Subjects: Anxiety— Treatment. Mind and body therapies. Post-traumatic 

stress disorder. Psychic trauma. Stress (Psychology). 

Summary: How to heal your past, deal with your present, and take control 

of your future. If you’re ready to work smarter —not harder — on your 

healing and growth, this book offers you a roadmap that will lead you out 

of pain and fear, and into the life you deserve. The author shares insights, knowledge, and self-

reflective exercises honed over 25 years as a clinical psychologist, in 18 concise life lessons 

designed to take your healing to a deeper level. 

 

641.30089971 I39 

Indigenous food systems : concepts, cases, and conversations 

Toronto, ON : Canadian Scholars, 2020.  

Subjects: Food sovereignty— Canada— Case studies. Indigenous Peoples 

in Canada. Indigenous Peoples— Food— Canada— Case studies. 

Summary: Through research and case studies, Indigenous and non-

Indigenous food scholars and community practitioners explore the 

concepts, practices, and contemporary issues of various Indigenous food 

systems across Canada, including Anishinaabeg, Asatiwisipe, Cree, Métis, 

Migmag, and Tsartlip Nations. The chapters of this book highlight (a) the 

salient features of Indigenous food systems, (b) some of the barriers and 

challenges to Indigenous food systems, and (c) the potential solutions to address these barriers 

and reclaim cultural identity and resurgence, thereby achieving food security and food 

sovereignty. 
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649.65 H315 

Harris, Robie H.  

It's not the stork! : a book about girls, boys, babies, bodies, families, 

and friends 

Somerville, MA : Candlewick Press, 2006. 

Subjects: Childbirth— Juvenile literature. Sex differences— Juvenile 

literature. Sex instruction for children— Juvenile literature. Sex role in 

children— Juvenile literature. 

Summary:  A welcome addition to their oversize-format series about where humans come from 

and how they grow, this book addresses common questions raised by children. Cartoon panels 

illustrate "the big swim" of the sperm to the egg, while on another spread, clear diagrams of a 

boy and girl illustrate their different body parts. An excellent introduction to babies' origins for 

youngest curious minds. 

 

 

658.404 B274 

Barrett, Dave C.  

Understanding project management : a practical guide. Second 

edition 

Toronto, ON : Canadian Scholars, 2021. 

Subjects: Project management. Work breakdown structure. 

Summary: This book is a practical guide for aspiring project managers 

and junior to intermediate project management professionals. Project 

management concepts are presented in simple and clear language, 

demonstrating a pragmatic approach to managing projects. The text 

reinforces the importance of managing the key aspects of a project 

including its scope, quality, schedule, and budget as well as exploring the less tangible 

challenges that can often either derail a project or lead to its success. Written from the point of 

view of a project manager, this text follows an ongoing case study project from its inception to 

completion. As the case study project progresses, the reader follows the thought processes and 

resulting actions of the project manager, including the creation of project documents. 

 

782.509 A477 

Alwes, Chester L.  

History of western choral music. Volume 1 : from medieval 

foundations to the romantic age 

Oxford, UK : Oxford University Press, 2015. 

Subjects: Choral music— History. Choral music. 

Summary: This volume examines the development of choral music from 

the beginnings of choral polyphony in the fifteenth century through the 

Renaissance and Baroque eras into the sacred works of the Classic-

Romantic age. It reflects the dynamic nature of the changing face of 

European culture, the decisions contemporary scholarship has made 

regarding the essential compositional genres, and a consensus of the major composers within 

each area. 
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809.89282 V372 

Vaughn, Margaret; Massey, Dixie D.  

Teaching with children's literature : theory to practice 

New York, NY : Guilford Press, 2021. 

Subjects: Children— Books and reading. Children's literature— Study 

and teaching. 

Summary: Perhaps no factor has a greater influence on children’s literacy 

learning than exposure to engaging, authentic, culturally relevant texts. 

This concise practitioner resource and course text helps K–8 teachers 

make informed choices about using children's literature in their 

classrooms, from selecting high-quality texts to planning instruction and 

promoting independent reading. The authors present relevant theories (such as reader response 

and culturally responsive pedagogy) and show how to apply them in practice. Key topics include 

teaching narrative and expository texts, tapping into students' individual interests, and 

conducting text-based writing activities and discussions. 

 

 

813.6 A648 

Applegate, Katherine 

The one and only Ivan  

New York, NY : Harper, 2012. 

Subjects: Animals— Treatment— Juvenile fiction. Elephants— Juvenile 

fiction. Gorilla— Juvenile fiction. 

Summary: When Ivan, a gorilla who has lived for years in a down-and-out 

circus-themed mall, meets Ruby, a baby elephant that has been added to 

the mall, he decides that he must find her a better life. 

 

 

 

 

813.6 P485 

Peterson, Ellie 

School is wherever I am  

New York, NY : Roaring Brook Press, 2022. 

Subjects: Learning, Psychology of— Juvenile fiction. School— Juvenile 

fiction. 

Summary: In this book, the author explores learning, adventure, and the 

thousands of the things you can discover outside of a classroom— about 

the world, about your family, about yourself. Because school is truly 

wherever you are. 
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813.6 R244 

Raúf, Onjali Q.  

The boy at the back of the class  

London, UK : Orion Children's Books, 2018. 

Subjects: Best friends— Juvenile fiction. Helping behavior in children— 

Juvenile fiction. Refugee children— Juvenile fiction. Schools— Juvenile 

fiction. 

Summary: There used to be an empty chair at the back of my class, but 

now a new boy called Ahmet is sitting in it. He's nine years old (just like 

me), but he's very strange. He never talks and never smiles and doesn't like 

sweets – not even lemon sherbets, which are my favourite. But then I 

learned the truth: Ahmet really isn't very strange at all. He's a refugee 

who's run away from a War. A real one. With bombs and fires and bullies that hurt people. And 

the more I find out about him, the more I want to help. That's where my best friends Josie, 

Michael and Tom come in. Because you see, together we've come up with a plan. 

 

 

 

813.6 S528 

Shamsi, Shirin 

Zahra's blessing : a Ramadan story 

Concord, MA : Barefoot Books, 2022.  

Subjects: Foster home care— Juvenile fiction. Muslims— Juvenile 

fiction. Picture books for children. Ramadan— Juvenile fiction. 

Ramadan— Pictorial works— Juvenile fiction. Refugees— Juvenile 

fiction. 

Summary: Zahra wishes for a sister, never dreaming that volunteering 

with her mother at a refugee shelter might make her wish come true. 

 

 

 

813.6 W898 

Woodson, Jacqueline 

The year we learned to fly  

New York, NY : Nancy Paulsen Books, 2022. 

Subjects: African Americans— Juvenile fiction. Grandmothers— 

Juvenile fiction. Imagination— Juvenile fiction. Picture books for 

children. Siblings— Juvenile fiction. 

Summary: By heeding their wise grandmother's advice, a brother and 

sister discover the ability to lift themselves up and imagine a better world. 
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843.6 L116 

Labelle, Sophie  

Ciel  

Toronto, ON : Second Story Press, 2020. 

Subjects: Friendship— Fiction. Gender identity— Fiction. High 

schools— Fiction. Interpersonal relations— Fiction. Transgender youth— 

Fiction. Young adult fiction. 

Summary: Ciel, a gender non-conforming transgender kid with a popular 

YouTube channel, navigates high school, friendship and a long-distance 

relationship. 

 

 

897.323 M969 

Munsch, Robert  

ahaw, pimipahtâk êkwa sipeê-pahtâk  

St. Paul, AB : University nuhelot’įne thaiyots’į nistameyimâkanak, 2021. 

Subjects: Cree language materials. Fathers and daughters— Juvenile fiction. Racing— Juvenile 

fiction. Running— Juvenile fiction. 

Summary: Miranda's dad is running his first big race, and Miranda is there to cheer him on. But 

wait.... Is it really the other way around? Translation of: Ready, set, go. Text in Cree Y dialect 

(romanized and syllabic characters).  

 

897.323 M969 

Munsch, Robert  

kisâkihitin kâkikê  

St. Paul, AB : University nuhelot’įne thaiyots’į nistameyimâkanak, 2021. 

Subjects: Cree language materials. Mothers and sons— Juvenile fiction.  

Summary: A young woman holds her newborn son, and looks at him lovingly. So begins the 

story that has touched the hearts of millions worldwide. Translation of: Love you forever. Text 

in Cree Y dialect (romanized and syllabic characters).  

 

897.323 M969 

Munsch, Robert  

Misisâkwak  

St. Paul, AB : University nuhelot’įne thaiyots’į nistameyimâkanak, 2021. 

Subjects: Cree language materials. Flies— Juvenile fiction. Mosquitoes— Juvenile fiction. 

Summary: Helen has a plan to deal with the gazillions of blackflies and mosquitoes that 

springtime brings. Translation of: Blackflies. Text in Cree Y dialect (romanized and syllabic 

characters). 
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897.323 M969 

Munsch, Robert  

Pîcimâkosiwak asikanak  

St. Paul, AB : University nuhelot’įne thaiyots’į nistameyimâkanak, 2021. 

Subjects: Body odor— Juvenile fiction. Cree language materials. Hygiene— Juvenile fiction. 

Socks— Juvenile fiction. 

Summary: Tina's new socks are so wonderful she vows to wear them every day! But they begin 

to smell really, really bad because Tina will not take them off — even to be washed. The kids 

finally drag Tina down to the river and make her wash those stinky socks, driving away all the 

fish with the nasty odour! Tina's mom gets her a new shirt as a reward for finally getting her 

socks clean. A shirt Tina loves so much, she vows never, ever to take it off! Translation of: 

Smelly socks. Text in Cree Y dialect (romanized and syllabic characters). 

 

897.323 M969 

Munsch, Robert  

timikoniw  

St. Paul, AB : University nuhelot’įne thaiyots’į nistameyimâkanak, 2021. 

Subjects: Cree language materials. Parent and child— Juvenile fiction. Rescues— Juvenile 

fiction. Sisters— Juvenile fiction. Snow— Juvenile fiction. 

Summary: Ali's sister and father try to help Ali out after she jumps in the deep snow and sinks. 

Translation of: Deep snow. Text in Cree Y dialect (romanized and syllabic characters). 

 

971.2403 E36 

Eisler, Dale  

From left to right : Saskatchewan's political and economic 

transformation 

Regina, SK : University of Regina Press, 2022. 

Subjects: Right and left (Political science)— Saskatchewan. 

Saskatchewan— Economic conditions— 20th century. Saskatchewan— 

Economic conditions— 21st century. Saskatchewan— Politics and 

government— 20th century. Saskatchewan— Politics and government— 

21st century. 

Summary: This book takes an in-depth look at the political landscape of 

Saskatchewan from its leftist roots to its shift in recent years to the right of centre. The province 

that was the birthplace of the CCF-NDP and democratic socialism in North America has, over 

the last fifty years, undergone fundamental change that has altered its identity. It is now seen as 

the bastion of the centre-right Saskatchewan Party, which has become one of the most dominant 

provincial political parties in Canada. The story of that transformation, in which the once 

powerful NDP has been relegated to the political margins, reaches far beyond the province itself 

and reflects national and global events that have shaped the province over the course of the last 

half century. Modern Saskatchewan politics have been less about ideology and more about the 

influence of issues and events since the late 1960s and the lure of populist leaders who speak to 

an identity rooted in the province's history.  
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FR 302.2310922 B752 

Bouchard, Cassandra   

L'envers des réseaux sociaux : 13 influenceurs québécois nous parlent des vraies affaires 

Québec : Pratico édition, 2020. 

Subjects: French language materials. Internet personalities— Quebec (Province)— Biographies. 

Online social networks. 

Summary: Plus souvent qu'autrement, les réseaux sociaux montrent du beau et du contenu 

stagé... Mais, grâce à la youtubeuse Cassandra Bouchard, ce livre-ci ne va pas te montrer que du 

beau! Il va surtout te montrer du vrai. Juste du vrai, en fait.Les réseaux sociaux font partie 

intégrante de nos vies depuis quelques années déjà, et ce n'est que le début. Dans ce livre qui 

témoigne de sa perception des réseaux sociaux et de l'impact qu'ils ont sur nos vies, Cassandra 

Bouchard aborde son métier d'influenceuse en toute transparence et partage ses impressions sur 

ce mode de vie qu'elle a choisi. Une chose est certaine: si tu tiens ce livre entre tes mains, ce n'est 

pas par pur hasard! Si les réseaux sociaux font (un peu trop) partie de ta vie qu'il t'arrive plus 

souvent que tu n'oses te l'avouer de te comparer aux autres, de douter de toi-même ou juste de te 

poser des questions, ce livre est pour toi! 

 

FR 305.231 B752 

Bouchard, Caroline  

Le développement global de l'enfant de 0 à 6 ans en contextes 

éducatifs.  2e édition 

Presses de l'Université du Québec, 2019. 

Subjects: Child development. Early childhood education. French 

language materials. Preschool children--Education. Toddlers--

Development. 

Summary: La deuxième édition de cet ouvrage, devenu un classique, 

invite l'adulte en services éducatifs à la petite enfance à comprendre et à observer finement le 

développement global de l'enfant de la naissance à 6 ans dans des situations du quotidien. Il 

présente avec force détails, exemples et mises en situation les notions liées au développement 

global du jeune enfant, dans les domaines neurologique, moteur, socioémotionnel, langagier et 

cognitif. Entièrement mis à jour et bénéficiant des dernières recherches dans le domaine, il 

correspond aux besoins actuels exprimés par les éducatrices et les éducateurs dans les centres de 

la petite enfance, les services de garde en milieu familial, les garderies, les services de garde en 

milieu scolaire ainsi que les enseignantes et les enseignants dans les classes d'éducation 

préscolaire 4 ans et 5 ans, etc. 

 

FR 305.80097124 S263 

Savage, Candace  

Des inconnus sous mon toit : une histoire d'exclusion : les 

francophones des Plaines 

Montréal, QC : Québec Amérique, 2020. 

Subjects: Canada--History--1914-1945. Canada--Race relations. French 

language materials. French-Canadians--Saskatchewan--Social conditions. 

Immigrants--Canada. Minorities--Canada. Racism--Canada--History. 

Saskatoon (Sask.)--History. 

Summary: Lorsqu'elle emménage dans sa nouvelle maison de Saskatoon, 
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Candace Savage domment les Blondin ont-ils abouti dans un quartier alors considéré comme une 

véritable place forte de colons britanniques? Poussée par la curiosité, Savage mettra au jour un 

sombre épisode de l'histoire canadienne. En 1928, alors que les Blondin achèvent la construction 

de leur nouvelle maison, le Ku Klux Klan prend d'assaut la Saskatchewan avec un slogan simple 

: Keep Canada British. Au même moment, un autre groupe puissant, la Loge loyale d'Orange, 

intensifie sa propre cécouvre avec étonnement que celle-ci a été construite par une famille 

francophone. Croisade contre les catholiques et les francophones. En quête de réponses sur le 

destin des Blondin, Savage fouille les archives gouvernementales, recueille des témoignages 

historiques et va à la rencontre de leurs descendants. Elle brosse le portrait d'une famille marquée 

par le déracinement, la misère et l'obligation de s'adapter. Poignant et audacieux, Des inconnus 

sous mon toit dévoile le passé qui se cache sous les planches d'une vieille maison. Sous le trait de 

plume virtuose de Savage, c'est aussi le passé enfoui et honteux d'une nation qui refait surface. 

Ces événements extrêmement pénibles durent laisser leur marque sur chacun, y compris les 

ancêtres des Blondin et des Parent. Des générations plus tard, au coeur des Prairies, un petit 

garçon assis dans une cage d'escalier entendra des voix s'élever dans la détresse. «No French, 

implorera une femme. No French in this house. ». Traduction de: Strangers in the house. 

 

FR 363.7296 H995  

Hygiène et salubrité alimentaires :  pour les manipulateurs d'aliments et les gestionnaires 

d'établissements alimentaires. 4e édition 

Montréal, QC : Institut de tourisme et d'hôtellerie du Québec, 2019. 

Subjects: Food handling--Safety measures. Food industry and trade--Canada. Food--Safety 

measures. French language materials.  

Summary: Ce livre couvre les notions théoriques et pratiques en hygiène et salubrité alimentaires 

que tous les manipulateurs d’aliments et les gestionnaires d’établissements alimentaires doivent 

connaître et maîtriser afin de pratiquer leur métier adéquatement et de façon sécuritaire. Il 

rassemble toute la matière touchant l’hygiène et la salubrité des aliments présentée dans les 

différentes formations offertes par l’Institut du tourisme et d’hôtellerie du Québec (ITHQ) 

 

FR 370.1534 B985 

Butler, James 

Vivre la pleine conscience en classe : 5 minutes d'activités 

quotidiennes pour favoriser le bien-être socioémotionnel et 

l'apprentissage des élèves 

Montréal, QC : Chenelière éducation, 2021. 

Subjects: Affective education. Emotional intelligence--Study and 

teaching (Elementary). Emotional intelligence--Study and teaching 

(Preschool). Emotions and cognition. French language materials. Mindfulness (Psychology). 

Summary: Vivre la pleine conscience en classe est un guide tout en couleurs qui vous permettra 

d'intégrer la pleine conscience à votre planification quotidienne. À raison de seulement cinq 

minutes par jour, les activités conçues selon des techniques éprouvées aideront les élèves du 

préscolaire et du primaire : à augmenter leur concentration ; à développer des outils pour gérer 

leur stress et leur anxiété ; à améliorer l'autorégulation de leurs émotions et leur bien-être 

socioémotionnel. 
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FR 372.21 J43 

Je joue et j'apprends : les chiffres, observation, graphisme, langage 

Belgium : Ballon, 2022. 

Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. French language materials. 

Puzzles--Juvenile literature. 

Summary: Ce livre est rempli de petits jeux qui stimulent la réflexion 

logique de votre enfant et lui permettent d'apprendre tout en s'amusant. 

Sur chaque page figure une icône qui indique quelle compétence votre 

enfant doit mettre en oeuvre pour réaliser l'exercice. 

 

 

FR 372.21 L622 

Les animaux  

Belgium : Ballon, 2022. 

Subjects: Animals in art. Coloring books. French language materials. 

Summary: Codes avec des couleurs et des forms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FR 372.21 L622 

Les coloriages magiques des p'tits loustics : mes petits cahiers d'éveil 

Paris, France : Larousse, 2021. 

Subjects: Coloring books. Coloring for children. French language 

materials. 

Summary: Les coloriages magiques et codés permettent aux tout-petits de 

gagner en précision et en habilité graphiquement et de progresser en 

logique. 

 

 

 

FR 372.21 M734 

Mon cahier de coloriages magiques— très magiques!, dragons 

Paris, France : Larousse, 2021. 

Subjects: Coloring books. Dragons--Juvenile literature. French language 

materials. 

Summary: De jolies illustrations sur le thème des dragons, dragonnes, 

bébés dragons, châteaux forts et chevaliers, etc. 

 

<— — -> 

FR 510.71 N134 

Nabdeau, Josée., and LeBlanc, Manon. Interventions efficaces en 

mathématiques : Montréal : Chenelière Éducation, ©2022. 

<— — -> 
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FR 616.8914 B377 

Beaulieu, Danie 

Techniques d'impact : en psychothérapie, en relation d'aide et en 

santé mentale. Nouvelle édition 

Montréal, QC : Les Éditions de l'Homme, 2020. 

Subjects: Counseling. French language materials. Psychotherapy. 

Summary: Que vous soyez psychologue, psychiatre, psychothérapeute, 

sexologue, ergothérapeute, coach de vie, intervenant ou aidant naturel, et 

peu importe avec quelle clientèle, vous découvrirez dans cet ouvrage très 

complet plusieurs ressources pour accroître votre efficacité professionnelle 

et appliquer des interventions à court terme. Cette nouvelle édition propose plus de 320 

techniques d'impact mises à jour: des outils simples et faciles à utiliser qui vous permettront de 

guider toute personne vers des solutions aussi créatives qu'enrichissantes. 

 

FR 641.555 L284 

Langlois, Jessika 

Cuisiner avec ce qu'on a  : 10 bases, 50 recettes, 1000 possibilités 

Montréal, QC : Québec Amérique, 2022.  

Subjects: Cookbooks. French language materials. Quick and easy 

cooking. 

Summary: Ce livre de cuisine présente 10 canevas de plats de tous les 

jours (poulet rôti, potages, biscuits, etc) déclinés en 5 versions 

gourmandes, le tout adaptable selon vos envies (et ce qui reste dans le 

frigo!) Des infos nutritionnelles et de nombreux conseils en font un incontournable. 

 

FR 641.59714 C486 

Chartrand, Frédérique  

Ma cabane au Canada  

Paris, France : Marabout, 2013. 

Subjects: Cookbooks. Cooking, French-Canadian. Food--Quebec. French 

language materials. 

Summary: Les recettes culte du Québec : soupes, plats de viandes 

mijotées, tartes aux bleuets, etc. 

 

 

 


